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REASONING OF THE MOST DISTINCT VISION DISTANCE  
 
Abstract.  Examines the reasons for the establishment of most distinct vision distance. It is shown that in textbooks on 
physics and Biophysics there is a full explanation of this concept. It is proved that the blur of the point image on the retina decreases 
when removing points from the eyes and practically stops its decrease, when the deletion reaches about 10 cm taking into account 
calculations for the phenomenon of the spherical surface refraction neuraxial rays.  
The conclusion that the most clear distance vision is the optimal distance that a valid low when a good enough linear 
resolution and, at the same time large enough to form images of paraxial rays. 
The three major ideas concerning this problem are distinguished:  
The lens equation for nonparaxial ray are found. 
It is shown that even in the case of unlimited re duking ability of focal length of human eye crystalline lens, the vision will 
not be perfect because refraction nature of spherical surface for nonparaxial rays. If an object is located too close to the eye, 
then image is formed by nonparaxial rays giving a lot images on the retina of each point of the object. As the result, the image is 
blurred. If an object is too far from the eye, another problem appears: liner resolution decreases, so the images of different 
points of the object join into one point. 
It is shown that existence of the most distinct vision distance due to not biology nature of the human eye but only 
physics nature of spherical surface refraction and circular aperture diffraction. 
Keywords: the most clear distance vision, linear resolution, angular resolution, paraxial beam, separately beam. 
 
Introduction. The authors of the physics textbooks do not pay sufficient attention to the problem of the different 
distances of view. Often this subject takes a few lines of text, or authors, only arguing the fact that this distance is about 25 cm 
[2]. However, some authors try to explain the origin of this distance (this figure), but these explanations seem to us to be not 
quite exhaustive. On this topic we can distinguish three main ideas. First, the most clear distance vision was formed with the 
process of evolution by studying items in our hands [4, 5], or production activities with the curved sleeves [1]. The second idea is 
that in order to see the object so far, the eyes are not pushed [8, 9]. In our opinion, the most adequate expression is that the 
clearest distance vision is bounded from below, the inability of the visual object to see objects closer to a certain distance [3, 7]. 
This failure is caused by the failure of the crystal lens to increase its convexity (reducing its focal length), sufficient to get too close 
to the image of the object hit the retina of the eye. 
We will show that there is no need in the above-mentioned ability of the eye to decrease its focal length smaller than a 
certain value. If the crystalline lens can even reduce the focal length, it will not improve the details of the object. Only the spherical 
surface refractive nature restricts the type of object that is too close to the eye. 
Physical model and calculations. Suppose that the optimal distance of the object to which the eye distinguishes all the 
parts of the object exists, therefore there is the clearest distance vision. Let the object is at this distance. Determine what 
problems can occur when the object distance is greater than most of the different distances of vision, and when it is coming. 
Aggravation of vision, which occurs when you delete an object with the eye, obvious that the linear resolution is reduced. It is 






   
where is the wavelength of light, hole diameter (box of eye - pupil).  
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For eyes, this angle being a constant independent on the distance of these two points from the eyes. Therefore, the 
angular resolution of the eye is constant. On the contrary, the linear resolution depends on the distance of these two points from 
the eyes: with the decrease of its linear resolution.  
Thus, if the eye is far from the object, its linear resolution is less. 
What problems arise when the object is approaching to the eye? At first glance it seems that a corresponding increase in 
linear resolution will lead to improved vision. However, at the same time, the angle between the rays and the axis of the eye is 
increased, and the beam becomes neuraxial. Namely, in the formation of the image, in addition to paraxial, rays neuraxial 
participate. Because neuraxial rays are refracted by a lens stronger than the paraxial, real image point, which appears on the 
screen (retina), is not a point but a segment, so the image of the object is blurred.  
Show it with the help of calculations. First, find the equation of depreciating lenses for ray striker for a lens with an angle 
to the axis (Fig.1). 
 
Fig. 1. Napilasya refraction of rays in the lens - the distance from the lens to the point - the object, - distance from image to 
lens, is the radius of the lens, the radius of curvature of the lens surface, the angles of incidence and refraction for the first 
lens surface, respectively, is the same for the second surface, θ is the angle between the normal to the surface of refraction 
and the normal to the axis, is the angle between the refracted ray and the normal to the first surface of refraction.  
 
















2   , 
with the refractive index of the lens.  






















After the last six equations and triangle equation for beam shows which incidents should be a thin double-convex lens 























































































Now we can use this equation to calculate the distance of the image points lying on the axis of the eyes with different 
distances of the object. The axis of the optical system was modeled by the convex lens (the retina) at a distance of 25 mm from 
the lens [9].  
The maximum angle between the axis and the incident beam is determined by the radius of the hole (pupil). The table 
shows the results of the calculation of the distance image formed by the paraxial () and neuraxial (mm) shown rays. Different 
radii of curvature in this table take into account the location of the eyes, which requires that the image of the object to be deleted 
at any distance, hit the retina. 
Table. - distance from the eye to the object, the radius of curvature of the lens surface, which modulates the refractive 
system of the eye, the distance from image to lens (the retina), is the radius of the lens (the radius of the pupil), - blur the point 
image. 
a  (mm) R  (mm) 
b  (mm) 
b  (mm) 
with 0h  with 2h mm 
20 6,67 25 21,79 3,21 
50 10,0 25 23,74 1,26 
100 12,0 25 24,19 0,81 
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200 13,3 25 24,25 0,75 
300 13,8 25 24,29 0,71 
As can be seen from the table, drawing a point close to the eye, leads to differences that can be customized, which 
means that the point image is more blurred. The dependence on the distance to the object shown in figure 2. We see that, 
starting from a distance of cm, blur of image is not reduced. 
 
 
Fig. 2. The dependence of the blur spot image the distance of the point from the eye 
 
Thus, we can Express this distance as the most clear distance vision. Indeed, only a distance of 10 cm is the distance of 
clear sight for children. With age, this distance gradually increases because the crystalline lens loses its elasticity and remains 
stretched, despite the fact that the ciliary muscle is strained, and too large a radius of curvature leads to the pass retinal images 
(Fig.3). 
 
Fig. 3. Modeling hyperopia. O - object, R is the refractive system of the eye, I is the image of the object is the retina, F - focus. 
Refracting system of the eye cannot reduce the focal distance so the image caught in the retina. 
 
Conclusions. We can conclude that the most clear distance vision is the optimal distance to be small enough for a good 
linear resolution and, at the same time to be large enough to form an image using paraxial rays. The existence of this distance is 
due only to the nature of the spherical refraction surface and diffraction of circular aperture. It is clear that this distance exists 
even for perfect eyes - eye opportunity for any small accommodation. Then, the ability of placing a lower bound the most perfect 
distance vision, but quite the contrary, the most clear distance vision restricts the possibilities for accommodation. With regard 
to the placement at a distance less than 10 cm, it is not necessary, and this ability of the human eye did not appear as it is in 
nature, when some of the activities of living organisms have not evolved with the evolution, because there they were not needed. 
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Анотація. Досліджено причини формування відстані найкращого бачення. Показано, що в навчальних 
підручниках з фізики і біофізики немає вичерпного пояснення цієї величини. За допомогою обчислень для явища 
заломлення сферичною поверхнею непараксіальних променів доведено, що розпливчатість зображення точки на 
сітківці ока людини зменшується з віддаленням цієї точки від ока і практично перестає зменшуватись за відстані від 
ока близько 10 см. Зроблено висновок, що відстань найкращого бачення – це оптимальна відстань, яка є прийнятно 
малою для того, щоб була достатньою лінійна роздільна здатність і водночас досить великою для того, щоб 
зображення кожної точки предмета утворювалось на сітківці від перетину параксіальних променів. 
Щодо цієї проблеми можна виділити три головні ідеї:  
Знайдено формули лінзи для непараксіальних променів.  
Показано, що навіть у випадку необмеженої здатності кристалика ока людини до зменшення своєї фокусної 
відстані, бачення не буде досконалим внаслідок природи заломлення непараксіальних променів сферичною поверхнею. 
Якщо предмет розміщений надто близько до ока, то зображення формується непараксіальними променями, що 
спричиняє виникнення багатьох зображень кожної точки на сітківці ока. В результаті зображення розпливається. 
Якщо ж предмет знаходиться надто далеко, від ока, виникає інша проблема: зменшується лінійне розділення і тоді 
зображення різних точок предмета зливаються в одну.  
Показано, що існування відстані найкращого бачення обумовлено не біологічною природою людського ока, а 
саме, фізичною природою заломлення на сферичній поверхні та дифракції на круглому отворі. 
Ключові слова: відстань найкращого бачення, акомодація, лінійна роздільна здатність, кутова роздільна 
здатність, параксіальний промінь,  непараксіальний промінь. 
  
